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Kutch receiving Pinot grapes at the Sonoma winery. (Photo by Kristen
Green.)

As a lover of racy, elegant Pinot Noir, I’d heard
about the boutique, Sonoma Coast brand Kutch
Wines by word of mouth from fellow devotees of
the grape. When I discovered the founder, Jamie
Kutch, was a former desk-chained New Yorker
who broke free for California to realize a better
vision for his life, I wanted his story. After
exchanging a few emails and bottles of wine, we
picked a time for a telephone interview. Dialing
his number, I chuckled at the first three digits:
917. Kutch might carry a California license, but in
over a decade, he hadn’t given up that coveted
NYC area code.
“Failure was not an option,” said Kutch through
the receiver. He hadn’t relinquished his Long
Island accent, either. Kutch was explaining his
risky decision to trade Wall Street for the Golden
State and make Pinot Noir and Chardonnay,
despite a lack of training in the wine industry. A
born and bred New Yorker, Kutch’s Fordham
education and subsequent professional track
culminated with an equity trader (NASDAQ)
position at Merrill Lynch. He worked as a market
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maker in technology stocks, specifically
semiconductors.
Kutch grew up in Long Island. In a real-life
manifestation of a romantic movie cliché, he met
his girlfriend Kristen Green, now wife, commuting
on the busy Long Island Railroad into Manhattan.
Over the next decade, they developed lucrative
careers in the city, spending weekends socializing
in the Hamptons and Montauk. They embodied
an ideal version of the East Coast dream.
Weekdays at the office found Kutch day long in
front of three computer monitors and a
Bloomberg terminal. During quiet market hours,
he avidly researched and studied wine, an interest
he had developed over years of dining out that
had evolved into a full-blown avocation. He
became a prolific participant on a wine chat board
hosted by Robert Parker and joined a monthly
blind tasting group. The group selected themes for
their gatherings to which they brought bottles
cloaked in brown bags. Kutch recalls when
amongst a dozen bottles for a California Pinot
Noir tasting, he discovered his favorite three
wines derived from the Sonoma Coast. “That
solidified my love for not only California Pinot,
but for Pinot from the cool coast. I wanted to
produce wines from that specific region in
California if I ever were able.” The first seed had
been planted.
After the abrupt tragedy of September 11th, Kutch
reevaluated his career motivations. “That day put
into hyper-focus exactly how fragile life was, and
drew out emotions the busy, fast paced NYC
lifestyle was suppressing. Upon reflection, I
realized I wanted to live simpler and happier.”
The actions of his former boss, who sold his
company Herzog Heine Geduld to Merrill Lynch
for just shy of a billion dollars, haunted him. “He
was in his 70s yet no more than one year went by
after that sale before he opened a new hedge fund
and was grinding it back out. I don’t fault him, as
that was his joy in life. That said, I didn’t want
that to ever become my joy.”
Kutch began thinking of ways to depart Wall
Street. He wanted to create a tangible product
that could be shared and enjoyed. Like wine.
Kutch’s ardor for the industry became the obvious
opportunity for starting fresh. Through his
research, he found it quantifiably easy to see the
amount of growth potential for the wine business
in the United States. He found Sonoma and Pinot
Noir to be the most cost advantageous way of
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starting a brand. As if to bolster that conclusion,
the movie Sideways debuted in 2004, igniting a
new, national fixation on the grape. “After that, I
decided I wanted to put all my chips on Sonoma
Coast Pinot Noir .” That same year, he left his
career in NY for a new one in wine country.
“I will never forget the day I posted my intent to
make wine on the Robert Parker chat board,”
Kutch said. Starting a new thread, he wrote: “My
entire life is changed. I am moving from NYC to
California to make Pinot Noir…Keep an eye out
for ’05 Kutch Pinot Noir in 2 years.” Within a
week of the declaration, Kutch amassed nearly
400 email addresses from fellow subscribers
asking to buy his first vintage. “I had a strong
customer base before even moving or making a
single bottle,” he said. Despite not having “the
foggiest idea” how to make wine, Kutch was
driven to succeed. “I could never fail knowing
what corporate life was like and knowing I never
wanted to return to it,” he said.

Aerial view of Sonoma Coast vineyards, California. (Photo by George
Rose.)

It took him three months to quit his job, tie up
loose ends, and align his life for a permanent
move. Fortunately, his girlfriend agreed to go with
him, but only after Kutch was set up in San
Francisco. He booked a hotel for a week, shopped
for a modest apartment that fit his newly strict
budget, and signed a lease. Without furniture,
while sleeping on the floor and dressing out of a
single suitcase, he looked for a winery
apprenticeship. That winery was impending
darling of critics, Kosta Browne.
Prior to flying west, Kutch had emailed one of
Kosta Browne’s founders, Michael Browne. “I told
him he was living my dream, and Michael
responded very kindly, inviting me out. Browne
said someone had helped him get his start, so he’d
be willing to help me get mine.” Not long after
Kutch arrived, quite fortuitously, Kosta Browne’s
2004 Kanzler Vineyard Pinot received a 98-point
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score from Wine Spectator.
That first year, Kutch toiled as a cellar laborer,
learning the trade. Browne effectively made
Kutch’s first vintage of wine in 2005: six barrels of
Russian River Valley Pinot. Since then, Kutch has
made his own Pinot and Chardonnay, working in
the same facility for a few years, before moving on
to a different site. “Nobody touches my grapes but
me”, he said, seconds after admitting he has one
employee who does, technically, touch the fruit.
While he encountered numerous challenges to
establishing a wine brand from scratch, Kutch
said the biggest, initially, was sourcing great
quality grapes. As an outsider without credibility,
it took him several years to gain a reputation with
farmers. Now, eleven years later, Kutch gets calls
offering him Pinot and Chardonnay. Because he
doesn’t own vineyard land, he purchases grapes,
although by the acre not volume, so growers focus
on quality rather than yield.
But a focus on quality will only deliver grapes as
good as the vintage allows, a hard truth Kutch
learned in 2008. That harvest, he said, was the
first time he worried about the viability of his
business. Wildfires caused severe smoke taint in
vineyards throughout Northern California. Kutch
was contracted to purchase fruit from one of those
sites. “The grapes had a fragrant smoke character
that was unacceptable for commercial release,
especially with my name on the label” he said.
Kutch sold off the juice and took a 50 percent loss
in production. “I never wanted to take on a
partner, but that year I learned I had one: Mother
Nature.” Fortunately, he survived the blow; he
now averages 3000 cases a year.
I asked Kutch what advice he could offer a new
entrepreneur looking to follow his path. Could
someone start a small wine brand nowadays,
given all the competition, and see the same level
of success? “Keep knocking on doors and don’t
take no for an answer ” Kutch advised, referencing
his early years when he needed fruit. “You need
unstoppable determination and drive. And do
something that sets you apart from others,
something nobody else is doing.” Kutch
differentiated his wines from riper California
Pinots by picking grapes early to capture fresh
acidity and keep alcohol levels low. His style,
informed by winemaking in Burgundy and his
desire for food-friendliness, appealed to a certain
niche of drinker that provided him a loyal
customer base.
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Kutch currently lives in San Francisco with his
wife Green, and their 17-month old son. Both
work for themselves. Green has developed a
successful PR firm; Kutch commutes an hour
from the city to Sonoma several times a week to
visit the winery or check on his grapes. They are
happy, and he has never once regretted the move.
Connecting with clients adds another layer to that
fulfillment. Rather unusually, Kutch lists his cell
phone number on the back of every wine bottle.
Because of that practice, he receives text messages
or calls on holidays and birthdays from customers
offering words of appreciation. “Just knowing that
my wines are being shared with family, friends,
and good food, is reward enough to make my life
feel complete.”
To purchase Kutch Wines, visit the website to
register for the mailing list.
Retailers in NYC: Morrell & Company, MCF Rare
Wines, Chelsea Wine Vault.
Retailers in San Francisco: K&L Wine
Merchants, Ferry Plaza Wine Merchant, Castro
Cellars.
Restaurants in NYC: Daniel, Pearl & Ash, DB
Bistro, Shuko.
Restaurants in San Francisco: Spago, Zuni Café,
Rich Table.

Bottles of Kutch Pinot Noir. (Photo by Kristen Green.)
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